IFIS-Online-Colloquium
The Institute for Integral Studies invites you to the IFIS Online Colloquium n° 19:

Time:
Presenter:
Topic:

Wednesday, December 12th, 2018, at 20.00-22.00 h, Zoom meeting.
Anastasia Nekrasova, Intelligent Mindsets, Norden Association in Sweden
Laboratories for a new Europe: Experimental governance in EU Macro-Regional strategies

Details
In this increasingly complex world, things seem to disintegrate sooner than one can give credit to their existence. Against this, it becomes increasingly obvious that ‘old’ constructions, the European Union included,
struggle to keep together. Countries turn back to nationalism, cooperation systems stagnate, and individuals
increasingly turn their backs to problems outside their backyard. Are we nearing the dusk of the EU as we
know it? However, it is exactly now that new collaboration structures emerge in Europe – the four EU MacroRegions co-create their own development Strategies. Armed with the integral perspective, let us explore
these complex self-governing, self-transforming, multi-level ‘mini-EU’ governance experiments that are gaining momentum in Europe – both from the point of view of their value-added to ‘the European project’ and
from the perspective of the capacity they need to develop for manifesting this value. More info on the Strategies: https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/cultural-routes-and-regional-development/eu-macro-regions

Short bio of the presenter
Anastasia Nekrasova (* 1969) works with developing capacity of individuals, institutions and systems, for managing in complex adaptive contexts. Her work is informed
by the integral approaches and has a firm base in adult development psychology.
Based in Stockholm, Sweden, Anastasia carries out capacity development work in
Russia, Ukraine, and the European Union. She works as a consultant, trainer, coach,
facilitator and a learning designer – most often in the domains of business, education, and socio-political governance.
Note: The Colloquium will be held in English.
If you wish to participate, please register with us by December 9, 2018 at info@ifis-freiburg.de.
Registered participants will receive the Zoom invite upon registration.

More info on the IFIS Online Colloquium:
The main intent of our Colloquium – in line with IFIS' general mission and purpose – is to help connect interested integrally oriented researchers and practitioners by offering them a forum to exchange experiences
around innovative approaches to complex social challenges. The colloquium is designed to strengthen the
dialog and connection between IFIS' members and friends, mostly spread out in different countries and even
continents. We also hope to attract new colleagues to join us and be part of IFIS’ community of integral
research and inquiry.
Web: http://www.ifis-freiburg.de/node/50 (English), or http://www.ifis-freiburg.de/node/85 (German)
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/Institut-f%C3%BCr-integrale-Studien-Institute-for-Integral-Studies-IFIS424419364281628/

